
e-Learning

We deliver text, image,

animation, audio, video

and game based

training, on any device,

in any language, at any

time.

Learning

Management

System

The Learning Line is a

Learning Management

System built on Tin Can

API and our software,

integrations and

workflows.

White label

The Learning Line is

offered as a Software as

a Service (SaaS) hosted

product, in your

branding.

Any device

The Learning Line works

on iPhone/iPad,

Android, Blackberry and

Windows mobile phones

and tablets. Responsive

design removes the

need to download apps.

Intelligent

reports

Access real time reports

generated whenever you

want. Graphical reports

are clear and intuitive.

Download data and use

it elsewhere

Unlimited

users

Invite anyone to start

their learning journey in

seconds. Accounts can

be created using

Facebook or LinkedIn

profiles

Coracle and the

Learning Line

Since 2007, Coracle has helped tens of thousands of

users from 60 countries follow their learning journey



Shop at any

time

Integration with the

Coracle Shop is simple

and puts our customers

in total control over

pricing, offers and who

can access courses

Test

knowledge

Coracle Quiz is an

integral part of the

Learning Line. Flexible

and simple to use, this is

a very powerful testing

engine

Help!

Learning doesn't have to

be a solo endeavour.

The Learning Line offers

social media style

interactions via

comments and

messages, all in context

with the topic being

studied

Progress

awards

Customisable badges

are assigned when

landmarks are reached.

Evidence backs up the

claims that rewarding

progress boosts

engagement

Integrations

We can work with

mainstream solutions

such as SAP, Oracle

and Sharepoint. Our

CRM of choice for

workflows is

salesforce.com

Content

If you already have

content, we can integrate

it. If you have content to

digitise, we're here to

help. Either way, we'll

help find the best using

text, images, audio,

video and animation.
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